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te LEE HARVEY OSWALD 

Mr. ALLEN SETTER, Chief of U. S. Immigration - =. - 

and Naturalization Service, Laredo, Texas, advised on 2 

‘Harch 24, 1964, that all Immigration and Naturalization : 

Service recerds are forwarded to Washington, De Ce, on 

the same date that that person enters the United States | 

ard that no index card or any other record of entries © ve zo 

or exits through U. S. Immigration and Naturalization . “sae (*F 

Service is maintained at Laredo, Texas. tem be 

  
_.. Mp. SKINNER further advised that Immigration ~ vn 

and Naturalization Service maintains a Central Index toe 

iw Washington, De. Ce, and that the names of persons : 0 

on whom Immigration and Naturalization Service has . oe 

ccrds would appear in this Central Index in , a 

Washington, De Ce : en ee ge REE, 

ey
 

Mr. SKINNER further advised that Immigration vey 

and Hatuwralization Service Form I-94 is used at border-. .. -=. .. 

crossing points such as Laredo, Texas, only on aliens Cee 

eutering the United States. Mr- SKINNER explained, . 

however, that persons flying into the interior Of we 

the United States are required to fill out Form I-94 =. 2°) 

Hr. SKINNER explained that the record pertaining to , or 

Form I1-94's would be located through the Central (a, . em 2 

Index in Washington, De Ce = Smee ean 
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LEZ HARVEY OSWALD 
& ee : 

oY .-    

    Bh TE . Efforts are being made to locate and interview tee 

persons whose names appear on the Transportes Frontera 

Bus Line reservations list containing the name of 

“OSWLD." This reservations list contained the names 

of nine persons destined for Laredo, Texas, who 

would have arrived in Lareda.on October 3, 1963, — 

Mr. FREDERICK a Supervisor, | 

Quarantine Inspector, U. S&S. Public’Health Service, . 

_Laredo, Texas, furnished the vaccination log for 

“August 23 through November 23, 1963. The vaccination 

log maintained by the U. S. Public Health Service is a 

log containing the names of persons vaccinated by the 

U. 8. Public Health Service at Laredo, and, upon being 

vaccinated, the person is supposed to sign the 

vaccination log. . 
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The names of all persons on the Transportes 

Frontera Bus Lines reservations list containing the 

mame of "OSWLD" were checked in the waccination log 

under the date of October 3, 1963, and the only name 

appearing in the vaccination log that could be identical 

with any of the Cea destined for Laredo was the naze 

CONSTANT ‘ IA RALES, It is noted that the 

name of CONST. JNO GARCIA appears twice on the : — 

Transportes Frontera Bus Lines reservations list contain- 

ing the name of "“OSHLD" as holder of Ticket Numbers 

10353 and 10352, It is also noted that Sra. (ltrs.) 
WORALES' name also appears on this Transportes Frontera 

Bus Lines reservation list containing the name of 

"OSWLD" as holder of Ticket Number 10348. . 

        
  The vaccination log contains no information 

other than the name of the person vaccinated. 

Mr. SONGER explained that the only other record 

maintained by the U. 8S. Public Health Service, Laredo, ‘ 

Texas, is a surveillance log. The name and address of . , 

persons who cannot be vaccinated for some reason ar@ -« ~*~. 

entered in the surveillance log, and those persons are 

instructed that if they should develop a rash or any lit. ye 

other indication ef disease within fourteen days, they -- -=: 
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sioild seport to their doctor for treatment. Mr. SONGER 

- g.ated 4gnat no ndmes were entered in the surveillance : 

log. for October 2.or October 3, 1963. : 

  

. Mr.e Me Le PHY, Assistant Deputy Collector, 

Us S. Customs, Laredo, Sexas, on March 24, 1964, caused 

a check to be made of Customs records for any baggage pou Hey 

declarations made with U. S. Customs by persons returning .- 

to the United States from Mexico at Laredo, Texas, on 7 4 

October 3, 1963. Mr. NURPHY advised he could not locate 

the name cf LEE HARVEY OSWALD or the names of any . i a 

persons appearing on the reservations list of the 

Transportes Frontera Bus Lines containing the name 

cf “OSWLD" among the na.-s of persons executing 

baggage declarations cn thas gate. Mr. MURPHY stated toe 

that Ue. S. Customs would have ho other records pertaining. = -.” “* 

to entries by persons from Mexico other than the #8 

possible baggage declarations. + t 
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